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Background

The relationship of 

(1) representation type 

(2) actual grammatical knowledge

(3) acquisition

1. It is increasingly clear that the representations involved in foreign language are of

the same general type as those involved in native language. 

Example:  Work of O’Grady and colleagues has shown that the extractions from object

position are harder to process than extractions from subject position. Holds for both

native and foreign languages.  This makes sense if the same general sort of

hierarchical structure is involved in both.  Center embedding is difficult in native and

foreign language.

Example: Foreign language phonology must be characterized using things such as

phonemes, syllables, feet, phrases, etc. 

Example: Work of Dekydspotter and co-workers has demonstrated that the systems

which compute quantifier scope relationships work in much the same way for native

language and foreign language. Students of French as a foreign language know that

“How many of books will all the students buy?” has a different interpretation from “How

many will all the students buy of books?” (In the second, the “of books” must take

narrow scope in relation to the universally quantified subject phrase. ) This suggests

that the cognitive systems which calculate quantifier relationships must be operating on
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the same sort of structures for native and foreign languages.

2. It has always been clear that the grammatical knowledge which foreign language

learners come up with, though it may be of the same general representational type,

differs in many striking ways from that of natives, even though foreign language

learners may be exposed to abundant input--the same sort of input which evidently

causes other grammars to arise in natives. Furthermore, there is very substantial inter-

learner variability, in foreign language learning, even among learners exposed to

approximately the same input. And,  a given learner may show considerable variability

and uncertainty.  Example: learners of German often use SVO order in subordinate

clauses where native German uses SOV. And, they are variable and inconsistent in

this behavior, and often gradually “get better.”

3. This suggests that the acquisition system for foreign languages is not working in the

same way as that of child language development. The dominant models for first

language, which are aimed at explaining uniform “success,” based on degenerate data

cannot work.  The main problem for SLA theory is to work out a model which can cope

with the fact that representations are evidently of the same general type while the

acquisition process operates differently, yielding different results and substantial

variation. 
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One model 

Foreign language learning relies on piecemeal building up of an inventory of structures,

based on observed patterns of input (and indirectly on native language models). It does

not involve parameter setting or deduction of syntactic consequences from abstract

properties (for example word order from strength of functional features).  One might

say, all knowledge comes from either:

Things registered from the input

 Native language models

And, since the general representational types are the same for native and foreign

language, phenomena (e.g. quantifier scope or subject-object processing assymmetry)

which is a consequence of representational type, will be present in second language

speakers.

Consequences

What is “easy to learn” (Type I) and what is “hard to learn” (Type II).

Type I

Something is positively present in the input.

Something is readily apparent (salient, striking).

Something is frequent.

Something is concrete.

Something is the same in L1 and L2.

Type II

Something requires “negative evidence”.

Something is non-obvious or subtle.

Something is rare.

Something is abstract.

Something is different in L1 and L2.
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More specifically. 

The various permitted configurations of a phrase of a certain type can be registered if

they are present in the input (and to the extent that they are frequently encountered).

German learners can learn that VP can be both V NP and NP V. Rules which relate the

internal syntax of a phrase to its external syntax are less easily determined. 

Distribution of empty elements will be harder than distribution of concrete elements. 

Subtle semantic distinctions, especially when not encoded in the native language, will

be hard.  Relationships between subtle semantic distinctions and syntax will be hard

(again, unless similiar effects are present in native language). Example: narrow-class

constraints on English locative constructions should be hard, when there the native-

language has no corresponding constraints, since these classes are subtle and the

constraints are not evident from the input.  On the other hand, object affectedness in

locatives (putting an entity in direct object position tends to “present it as affected”) may

show up, especially if a like effect occurs in the native language.

This is one interpretation one can put on the research of Hyeri Joo (2000), who has

shown that Korean learners of English show evidence of object affectedness in

locatives, but they fail to learn which narrow verb classes can alternate.  That is, they

know that I sprayed the door with paint is more likely to be used when the door is

completely painted than when it is not, while I sprayed paint on the door does not

have this feature. Nonetheless, they do not have clear knowledge that I poured the

glass with water is not possible, even if the glass is completely full. 


